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ABSTRACT 
Rumble strips are patches of specially treated pavement surfaces 
which are designed to produce aural and tactile stimuli inside 
vehicles. The intent is to alert drivers and when desirable, 
cause them to slow down or come to a stop. Installations were 
made in a three-county area in Iowa to study rumble strip effec-
tiveness as an accident reducing measure. The investigation of 
accidents at the various test sites showed that rumble strips 
were effective in reducing certain types of intersection acci-
dents. Although no statistically significant effect of the 
'saturation' use was found on total accidents, there are indi-
cations that accidents may be reduced when used in low density 
i.e., rural type areas. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Problem Statement 
A considerable percentage of accidents at intersections 
are of the type where one or more of the drivers fail to stop 
at the stop sign. Both human and environmental factors may be 
contributing causes for most of these accidents. Unfamiliarity 
with the area, poor sight distance, inclement weather are examples 
of some of the factors. Rumble strips, a device to alert drivers 
by noise created by vehicle tires on specially treated pavement 
surfaces, are thought to be one of the appropriate solutions to 
the above mentioned accident problems. A rumble strip can con-
sist of sawed grooves in the pavement, a series of transverse 
sprayed thermoplastic strips, or some other means of creating 
the 'rumble' effect. The Iowa Department of Transportation has 
been using a pattern of grooved sections cut in the pavement surface 
in advance of stop controls as shown in Appendix A, at a limited 
number of selected intersections as depicted in Appendix B. Some 
counties have adopted a similar program. 
In addition to the benefits that may be obtained from ac-
cident reductions as a result of rumble strip installations, the 
effects of 'saturation' use of rumble strips on the total 'ran 
stop sign' type accidents were studied. 
Objectives 
The purpose of the research was to identify the effectiveness 
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of the rumble strip as a traffic safety device when used on a 
widespread basis in both rural and urban situations. Further, 
with installations at many types of intersections involving 
varying geometric and operational characteristics, the effect 
on total intersection related accidents in the three counties 
that participated in the above program could be analyzed. 
Procedure 
The rumble strips were cut by Iowa D.O.T. Maintenance person-
nel at all rural paved intersections in a three county area at 
which a stop condition existed and where the pavement design per-
mitted. Locations included Primary to Primary, Primary to Second-
ary, and Secondary to Secondary highway intersections. Black Hawk, 
Bremer and Chickasaw counties participated in this research pro-
gram. These counties offered the locations desired in that they 
are adjacent counties, one with urban characteristics, one with 
rural characteristics, and one with an intermediate environment. 
All of the rumble strip sections were cut in a manner similar 
to the standard depicted in Appendix A. The locations where rumble 
strips were placed in 1976 are shown on the county maps and listings 
in Appendix B. 
The analysis and evaluation of the program considers changes 
in the number and severity of accidents at intersections which 
had rumble strips placed. In addition, accidents at all inter-
sections in the 'before' and 'after' period for Bremer and 
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Chickasaw counties were compared with similar data for adjacent 
counties. Due to the unique characteristics of Black Hawk county 
in that area, its accident data could not be meaningfully compared 
with any other county. 
The effectiveness of rumble strips as an accident reduction 
measure was studied by comparing 1975 accidents as the 'before' 
data with 1977 accidents as the 'after' data. For the second part 
of the study, i.e., the effect of the 'saturation use' of rumble 
strips on intersection accidents, the 'before' period used was 
from January 1, 1974 through June 30, 1975 while the 'after' 
period was from January 1, 1977 through June 30, 1978. 
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DISCUSSION 
As previously stated, rumble strips were cut at all paved 
intersections at which a stop condition existed and where the 
pavement design permitted in Chickasaw, Bremer and Black Hawk 
Counties. These locations included Primary to Primary, Primary 
to Secondary and Secondary to Secondary highway intersections. 
The accident data for all three categories of intersections 
mentioned above were combined as there were no recognized dif-
ferences among these locations and also because of low frequencies 
in the total accident occurrence. 
In the first part, an evaluation is made of the effect rumble 
strips have on the number of accidents at locations receiving 
rumble strips as part of this evaluation program. As the accident 
reduction capability of rumble strips was studied in this part, 
only those locations that had previous accident experience were 
considered. Table I shows the 'before' and 'after' accidents at 
the above locations by severity class, i.e., property damage, 
nonfatal injury and fatal types. However, the total number of 
accidents, only, does not reflect differences in severities. 
Therefore, a method of weighting the accidents based on severities 
is needed. This is commonly done by assigning weights of 1, 3 and 
12 to property damage, nonfatal injury, and the fatal accidents 
respectively. As shown in Table I, the total severity points are 
evaluated based on the above weighting factors. Table I also shows 
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TABLE I 
'BEFORE' AND 'AFTER' ACCIDENTS FOR SELECTED LOCATIONS 
BEFORE PERIOD 
s E VE R I T y 
Property 
county Fatal Injury Damage 
Black Hawk 1 17 21 
Bremer 0 5 3 
Chickasaw 0 9 13 
TOtal 1 31 37 
AFTER PERIOD 
Black Hawk 1 13 19 
Bremer 0 4 5 
Chickasaw 0 1 1 
TOTAL 1 18 25 
PERCENT CHANGE 
Black Hawk 0 23.5 9.5 
Bremer 0 20 -66.6 
Chickasaw 0 88.9* 92.3* 
TOtal 0 41.9 32.4 
• Fatal= 12, Injury= 3, Property Damage = 1 
* Denotes statistically significant change 
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Rumble 
Strip 
TOtal Related 
39 8 
8 2 
22 7 
69 17 
33 2 
9 1 
2 0 
44 3 
15.4 75.0* 
-12.5 50.0 
90.9* 100.0* 
36.2* 82.4* 
Severity 
Points• 
84 
18 
40 
142 
70 
17 
4 
91 
16.7 
5.6 
90.0 
35.9 
that positive reduction in total accidents for all three counties 
combined occurred in all but the fatal category where there was 
no change. 
A rumble strip related accident is defined, for purposes of 
this study, as an accident which could be directly influenced by 
rumble strips. These accidents would involve at least one driver 
on the rumble strip leg of the intersection who is unaware of the 
stop control situation and the impending hazard. 
Positive reductions occurred in rumble strip related accidents 
in each of the three counties as shown in Table I. The reductions 
for Black Hawk county (urban type) and Chickasaw County (rural type) 
are statistically significant at the 95% level of confidence using 
the Chi-square test of significance. The Chi-square test is a 'con-
servative test' which minimizes the chance of calling a reduction 
significant when it is not. 1 Statistically significant reductions 
occurred in Chickasaw County for total injury, total property 
damage and overall total accidents. Statistically significant 
reductions also occurred for the combined total for all accidents 
in the three counties and also for the combined total for all 
rumble strip related accidents. The reductions in the total injury 
and property damage accidents were significant by the 'liberal' 
test using the Poisson distribution but failed the Chi-square or 
the 'conservative' test. 1 
1R. M. Michaels, "TWO Simple 
Significance of Accident Reducing 
Techniques for Determining the 
Measures". Traffic Engineering, 
September, 1966. 
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A random check on the 'before' and 'after' traffic volumes 
at the various intersections revealed the change to be quite small. 
This fact is quite helpful in the 'before' and 'after' comparison, 
as it has been established by a study that marked differences in 
traffic volumes do affect the accident experience. 2 
211 The Interstate Highway Accident Study by Mortons. Raff", 
Highway Research Board Bulletin 74, 1955, pp 18-45. 
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'SATURATED' vs. 'CONTROLLED' CONDITIONS 
The total intersection related accidents for the 'saturated' 
counties, i.e., Black Hawk, Bremer and Chickasaw are shown in 
Table II. The intersection accidents that involve 'stop sign' 
conditions are shown in Table III. These latter type accidents 
would be the ones expected to be affected by rumble strip instal-
lations. A comparison of the 'before' and 'after' accidents in 
Tables II and III shows that while total accidents in Bremer county 
(intermediate type) increased somewhat and a small reduction 
occurred in Chickasaw county (rural type), stop sign related accidents 
i.e., those that could be influenced by rwnble strips, were 
reduced considerably. These changes, however, are not statistically 
significant at the 95% confidence level. In Black Hawk county 
(urban type), the accidents increased in both total number and 
'stop sign' related types. The increases have been statistically 
significant for total injury and also for the 'stop sign' related 
injury accidents. However, the 'stop sign' related accidents as 
a percent of total accidents changed from 23.7% in the 'before' 
to 29.6% in the 'after' period which is not that pronounced. It 
seems like in urban areas, high volumes of traffic, resulting in 
delay and congestion in some cases, is a contributing factor in 
accident occurrences. 
In order to evaluate the effect of the 'saturated' condition 
on accidents, two other counties, one for rural type (Floyd) and 
one for intermediate type (Butler) were selected as 'controlled' 
areas, to compare with Chickasaw and Bremer counties. No compara-
ble county for Black Hawk was found in the area. 
Table IV shows the total accidents and Table v shows the acci-
dents that were related to stop signs. As it is shown in Table IV, 
the total accidents decreased 7.3% in both Floyd and Butler counties. 
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TABLE II 
TOTAL INTERSECTION ACCIDENTS FOR 'SATURATED' CONDITION 
BEFORE PERIOD 
s E V E R I T y 
Property Percent 
county Fatal Injury Damage TOtal Night Night 
Black Hawk 4 40 70 114 29 25.4 
Bremer 1 28 36 65 22 33.8 
Chickasaw 0 19 21 40 14 35.0 
AFTER PERIOD 
Black Hawk 3 63 69 135 30 22.2 
Bremer 1 32 46 79 23 29.1 
Chickasaw 2 13 19 34 8 23.5 
PERCENT CHANGE 
Black Hawk 25 -57.5* 1.4 -18.4 -3.4 
Bremer 0 -14.3 -27.8 -21.5 -4.5 
Chickasaw - 31.6 9.5 15.0 42.9 
Minus sign indicates increase 
* Indicates statistically significant change 
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TABLE III 
STOP SIGN RELATED ACCIDENTS FOR 'SATURATED' CONDITION 
BEFORE PERIOD 
s E VE R I Ty 
Property 
county Fatal Injury Damage Total Night 
Black Hawk 2 9 16 27 3 
Bremer 1 10 6 17 6 
Chickasaw 0 6 8 14 3 
AFTER PERIOD 
Black Hawk 1 21 18 40 4 
Bremer 0 5 7 12 1 
Chickasaw 0 3. 3 6 2 
PERCENT CHANGE 
Black Hawk 50 -133.3* -12.5 -48.l -33.3 
Bremer 100 50.0 -16.7 29.4 83.3 
Chickasaw - 50.0 62.5 57.1 33.3 
Minus sign indicates increase 
* Indicates statistically significant change 
-10-
Percent 
Night 
11. l 
35.3 
21.4 
10.0 
8.3 
33.3 
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TABLE IV 
TOTAL INTERSECTION ACCIDENTS FOR 'CONTROLLED' CONDITION 
BEFORE PERIOD 
s E V E R I T y 
Property 
county Fatal Injury Damage Total Night 
Butler 1 24 30 55 14 
Floyd 0 27 28 55 15 
AFTER PERIOD 
Butler 0 18 33 51 13 
Floyd 0 28 23 51 22 
PERCENT CHANGE 
Butler 100.0 25.0 -10.0 7.3 7.2 
Floyd 0 -3.7 17.9 7.3 -13.4 
Minus sign indicates increase 
-11-
Percent 
Night 
25.5 
27.3 
25.5 
43.1 
-
-
TABLE V 
STOP SIGN RELATED ACCIDENTS FOR 'CONTROLLED' CONDITION 
BEFORE PERIOD 
s E VE R I T y 
Property 
county Fatal Injury Damage TOtal Night 
Butler 1 6 5 12 6 
Floyd 0 7 5 12 2 
AFTER PERIOD 
Butler 0 3 2 5 0 
Floyd 0 10 2 12 3 
PERCENT CHANGE 
Butler 100 50 60 58.3 100 
Floyd - -42.9 60 0 -50 
Minus sign indicates increase 
-12-
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50 
16.7 
0 
25 
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In comparison, Table V shows no reduction in the stop sign related 
accidents for Floyd county but does show a large reduction for 
Butler county. However, if the normal trends in accident occurrence 
(i.e., decrease of 7.3%) for these counties are taken into account 
and adjustments made accordingly, the reduction for Butler county 
will be less observable and for Floyd there will actually be an in-
crease. Also, none of the changes were statistically significant 
at the 95% level using the Chi-square test for significance. 
Examining the severity of the accidents, the personal injury 
accidents for Floyd county have increased nearly 43% for stop sign 
related accidents although the injury accidents for all intersec-
tions in Floyd county increased only 3.7% in the same period. 
Nighttime Accidents 
It was felt that installation of rumble strips might be effec-
tive during nighttime conditions as an accident reduction measure. 
Thus a comparison was made between the 'saturated' and the 'con-
trolled' counties on the 'before' am. 'after' nighttime accidents. 
As seen in Table II, the percent nighttime accidents for the total 
intersection accidents did not show any marked change for the 'sat-
urated' counties. However, as shown in Table III, the percent 
nighttime accidents for the stop sign related accidents only, in the 
same counties,did show a considerable reduction for Bremer county 
(intermediate type) and an increase for Chickasaw county (rural 
type). A very small change occurred for Black Hawk county. 
It seems apparent from the above findings that this study did 
not establish any significant correlation between the existence of 
rumble strips and the frequency of nighttime accidents at an inter-
section. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of the study show that there is evidence of 
accident reductions on approaches to intersections that have 
a history of 'ran stop sign' type accidents. This can be 
interpreted to mean that drivers have been made more aware of 
the hazard ahead by the rumble strips. The benefit of such an 
aural stimulus is exemplified by the accident reports in Appendix 
D. In the first report, the driver who ran the stop sign in 
Chickasaw County told witnesses that he did not see the sign at 
all. In the other accident report, which occurred in a rural 
section of Pottawattamie County, the driver at fault stated that 
he thought the stop sign was located about three miles on down 
the road. Thus, the results of this study would justify recom-
mending the installation of rumble strips for locations experi-
encing 'ran stop sign' type accidents. 
The 'saturation use' of rumble strips, which makes up the 
second part of this study, did not seem to have any significant 
effect on the occurrences of all types of accidents in the inter-
mediate type and urban type counties. In the rural type county, 
however, the results have indicated positive overall reductions 
of accidents. In rural areas, with low traffic volumes and 
relatively large distances between intersecting roads, the rumble 
strip should be helpful in alerting unsuspecting motorists as 
indicated in the accident reports in Appendix D. In a more 
developed area, factors other than the lack of awareness of hazards, 
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seem to be predominant. Though it is not possible to conclude 
definitely from this data alone, that the 'saturated' use had an 
effect on the accidents, it is apparent from the results of this 
study, that the greatest benefit of this type of use can be derived 
from areas of low densities and low traffic volumes. 
-ls-· 
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I 
RUMBLE STRIP EFFECTIVENESS PROGRAM 
BLACK HAWK COUNTY I 
(Rumble Strips Cut During October, 1976) 
PRIMARY WITH SECONDARY I 
Intersection Route (Legs Cut) I 
1. us 20 & Co Rd V43 V43 (N & S) 
2. us 20 & Co Rd V51 (E) V51 (S) I 
3. us 20 & Co Rd V51 (W) V51 (N) I 
4. Ia 21 & Co Rd D35 D35 (E & W) 
5. Ia 21 & Co Rd D38 D38 (E) I 
6. Ia 21 & Co Rd D46 D46 (E & W) I 
7. Ia 21 & Co Rd D52 D52 (E) 
8. Ia 57 & Co Rd Dl9 Dl9 (E) I 
9. us 63 & Co Rd C66 C66 (E & W) I 
10. us 63 & Co Rd D35 D35 (E) 
.I 11. us 63 & Co Rd D46 D46 (E & W) 
12. us 218 & Co Rd C57 C57 (E & W) I 
13. us 218 & Co Rd D34 D34 (W) 
I 14. us 218 & Co Rd D46 D46 (W} 
15. us 281 & Co Rd V49 V49 (N & S) I 
16. Ia 297 & Indian Creek Rd. I (NW Corner, Sec. 14-88-12) Indian Creek Rd. (W) 
SECONDARY WITH SECONDARY I 
Intersection Route {Legs Cut} 
1. Co Rd C55 & Co Rd T71 C55 {S) I 
2. Co Rd C55 & Co Rd T75 T75 (S) I 
I 
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I• BLACK HAWK COUNTY 
I SECONDARY WITH SECONDARY (continued) 
Intersection Route {Legs Cut} 
I 3. Co Rd C57 & Co Rd T75 C57 (E & W) 
I 4. Co Rd C57 & Co Rd V3C C57 (W) 
s. ·Co Rd C57 & Co Rd V25 V25 (S) 
I 6. Co Rd C57 & Co Rd V49 C57 (E & W) 
I 7. Co Rd C66 & Co Rd V25 C66 (E) 
8. Co Rd C66 & Co Rd V49 V49 (N & S) 
I 9. Co Rd 016 & Co Rd V43 V43 (S) 
I 10. Co Rd 016 & Co Rd V49 016 (W) 
11. Co Rd 034 & Co Rd V37 034 (E & W)/V37 (N & S) 
I 12. Co Rd 035 & Co Rd V27 V27 (N & S) 
I 13. Co Rd 035 & Co Rd V37 035 (W) 
14. Co Rd 038 & Co Rd V37 038 (E) I 15. Co Rd 038 & Co Rd V51 038 (E & W) /V51 (N & S) 
I 16. Co Rd 038 & Co Rd V62 038 (E) 
17. Co Rd 046 & Co Rd V27 V27 (N)/046 (E & W) I 18. Co Rd 046 & Co Rd V37 046 (E & W) 
I 19. Co Rd 048 & Co Rd V51 V51 (N) 
20. Co Rd 052 & Co Rd V37 052 (E & W) I 21. Co Rd V3C & Co Rd V62 V62 (N) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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BREMER COUNTY 
ROAD CClNOl'TION 
POLYCONIC 
JANUARY '· 197• I 
PROJECTION 
I 
----..,-· 
I RUMBLE STRIP EFFECTIVENESS PROGRAM 
I BREMER COUNTY (Rwnble Strips Cut During October, 1976) 
I PRIMARY WITH PRIMARY 
Junction Route {Leg:s Cut} 
I 1. Ia 3 & Ia 241 241 (S) 
I 2. us 63 & Ia 93 93 (E) 
PRIMARY WITH SECONDARY 
I Intersection Route (Legs Cut) 
I 1. Ia 3 & Co Rd V43 V43 (N) 
2. Ia 3 & Co Rd V49 V49 (S) 
I 3. Ia 3 & Co Rd V56 V56 (N & S) 
I 4. Ia 3 & Co Rd V62 V62 (N & s) 
I 
5. us 63 & Co Rd C33 C33 (W) 
6. us 63 & Co Rd V5C V5C (S & E) 
I 7. Ia 93 & Co Rd V5C (NE) V5C (W) 
I 8. Ia 93 & Co Rd V5C (SW) V5C (N) 9. Ia 93 & Co Rd V48 V48 (N) 
I 10. Ia 93 & Co Rd V56 V56 (N & s) 
I 11. Ia 188 & Co Rd V21 V21 (N & S) 
12. us 218 & Co Rd Cl4 Cl4 (W) 
I 13. us 218 & Co Rd C33 C33 (E) 
I SECONDARY WITH SECONDARY 
Intersection Route {Leg:s Cut} 
I 1. Co Rd C33 & Co Rd Vl4 C33 (E & W) /Vl4 (N & S) 
I 2. Co Rd C33 & Co Rd V21 V21 (N) 
3. Co Rd C50 & Co Rd V49 C50 (E & W) I 
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RUMBLE STRIPS - CUT: 
• Al PRIMARY WITH PR1 .... ARY l'TER-
SECTIONS 
A AT PRlt.AARY WITH SEC.ONDARY 
INTERSECTIONS 
• AT SECONDARY WrTH Sl:C.ONDARY 
INTERSECTIONS 
• 
z 
~ 
.. 
' I-
R-14W 
N I 
I 
GENERAL HIGHWAY AND TRANSPORTATION MAP 
C:HIC:KASAW CDUNTY •. ~·l\
IOWA C ~ 
~ ... tM[ •• 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
DIVISION OF PLANNING AND RESEARCH 
OFFICE OF TRANSPORTATION INVENTORY 
PHONI: (SIS) Hl-IZH 
IN COOPl!;JIATION WITH 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
1975 
R-13W 
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I 
CHICKASAW COUNTY 
ROAD CONDITION JANUARY I., 1978 I POLYCONIC PROJECTION 
I 
I 
RUMBLE STRIP EFFECTIVENESS PROGRAM 
..... I ~· -.. CHICKASAW COUNTY 
I 
(Rumble Strips Cut During September & October, 1976 ). 
PRIMARY WITH PRIMARY 
I Junction Route (Legs Cut) 
I 1. us 18 & us 63 & Ia 346 (Recut) 18 (E)/346 (W) 2. us 63 & Ia 289 289 (W) 
I· PRIMARY WITH SECONDARY 
I Intersection Route (Legs Cut) 1. 18 & Airport Rd Airport Rd (N) us 
I 2. us 18 & Co Rd Vl8 Vl8 (N) 
I 3. us 18 & Co Rd V48 V48 (N) 
4·. us 18 & Co Rd V56 V56 (N & S) 
I 5. Ia 24 & Co Rd V48 V48 (S) 
I 6. Ia 24 & Co Rd V56 (NE) V56 (N) 
7. Ia 24 & Co Rd V56 (SW) V56 (S) 
I 8. us 63 & Old US 63 
(W~ Cor • , Sec • 32-96-12) Old 63 (S) 
I 9. us 63 & Co Rd B22 B22 (E) 
I 10. us 63 & Co Rd B54 B54 (E) 
11. Ia 346 & Co Rd T76 T76 (S) 
I 12. Ia 346 & Co Rd Vl4 Vl4 (N) 
I 13. Ia 346 & Co Rd V21 V21 (S) 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
CHICKASAW COUNTY (continued) I SECONDARY WITH SECONDARY 
Intersection Route (Legs Cut) I 
1. Co Rd Bl6 & Co Rd V56 Bl6 (E) /B56 (S) 
2. Co Rd Bl6 &.Co Rd V64 V64 (S) I 
3. Co Rd B22 & Co Rd V56 B22 (W) I 
4. Co Rd B28 & Co Rd T76 T76 (N) 
5. Co Rd B28 & Co Rd Vl8 B28 (W) I 
6. Co Rd B33 & Co Rd V62 (N) B33 (W) I 
7. Co Rd B33 & Co Rd V62 (S) B33 (E) 
I 8. Co Rd B33 & Co Rd V46 V46 (S) 
9. Co Rd B33 & Co Rd V56 B33 (E) I 
10. Co Rd B44 & Co Rd V56 B44 (E) 
I 11. Co Rd B54 & Co Rd V38 B54 (E & W) 
12. Co Rd B54 & Co Rd V48 B54 (W) I 
13. Co Rd B57 & Local Rd 
I (NW Cor., Sec. 13-95-13) B57 (W) 
14. Co Rd B57 & Co Rd T76 (E) T76 (N) I 15. Co Rd B57 & Co Rd T76 (W) T76 (S) 
16. Co Rd T76 & Local Rd. I (NW Cor., Sec. 27-97-14) T76 (E) 
17. Co Rd T76 & Co Rd Vl8 Vl8 (N) I 
I 
I 
I 
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Appendix C 
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/ 
AGREEMENT 
Agreement by and between Black Hawk County, Iowa, Board 
of Supervisors (County) and the Division of Highways of the Iowa 
~epartment of Transportation (DOT). 
The purpose of the agreement is to produce a study of the 
use of "rumble strips" as a traffic safety device. At designated 
locations approved.by county engineers of the counties involved 
in the study "rumble strips" will be cut. A "before" and 11 9.fter" 
accident study will be conducted by DCT using study periods of 
two years before and two years after placement of the rumble strips. 
It is prop~sed by DOT and agreed by County that rumble strips 
will be cut by DOT in the locations indicated on Exhibit 11 B" attached 
hereto and in the manner indicated in Exhibit "A" attached hereto. 
In consideration of the mutual agreements of the parties 
contained herein, it is hereby agreed: 
1. County hereby grants permission to DOT to enter the county 
road right of way to cut said strips. 
2. The County will be under no obligation for any of the 
construction costs involved with the cutting of the rumble strips. 
3. .The State will bear the full responsibility for traffic 
control during the cuttin3 operation, a:-,d the removal of any 
debris causeG by said construction. 
4. Upon c,)mpletion of construction the State of Iowa shall 
be held harmless by County from any damages or liability incurred 
as a result of the cutting of said strips. 
5. Upon completion of construction, the County shall assume 
full responsibility for the maintenance of said.rumble strips. 
Approved C//7/lC.0 
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
::wa:;;~:r=ation -
of rector - Chief Engineer 
Highway Division 
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AGREEMENT 
Agreement by and between Bremer county, Iowa, Board 
of Highways of the Iowa of Supervisors (County) and the Divisio~ 
Pepartmen~ of T£ansportation (DOT). 
.. 
The purpose of the agreement is to produce a study o~ the 
use of "rumble strips" as a traffic saf2ty ·device. At designated 
locations approved by county engineers of the counties involved 
in the· study "rumble strips" will be cut. A "before" and "after'' 
accident study will be conducted by D0T using study periods of 
two years before and two years after placement of the rumble strips. 
It is pro!='osed by DOT and agreed by County b1at rumble strips 
will be cut by DOT in the locations indicated on Exhibit "B" attached 
hereto and in the manner indicated in Exhibit "A" attached hereto. 
In consideration of the mutual agreements of the parties 
contained herein, it is hereby agreed: 
1. county hereby grants permission to DOT to enter the county 
road right of way to cut said strips. 
2. The County will be under no obligation for any of the 
construction costs involved with the cutting of the rumble strips. 
3. The State will bear the full responsibility for traffic 
control during the cutting operation, a~d the removal of any 
debris causeQ by said construction. 
4. Upon completion of construction the State of Iowa shall 
be held harmle~s by County from any damages or liability incurred 
as a result of the cutting of said strips. 
5. Upon completion of construction, the County shall assume 
full responsibility for the maintenance of said rumble strips. 
Approved 917 /1&, 
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
Iowa Department o{ Transportation 
By ;J_z,~, 
Director - Chief Engineer 
Highway Division 
-29- . 
AGREEMENT 
Agreement ~y and between Chickasaw~~- County, Iowa, Board 
of Supervisors (County) and the Division of Highways of the Iowa 
Department of Transportation (DOT). 
The purpose of the agreement is to produce a study of the 
use of "rumble strips" as a traffic safety device. At designate:d. 
locat~ons approved by county engineers of the counties involved 
in the study "rumble strips" will be cut. A "before'' and "after" 
accident study will be conducted by DOT using study periods of 
two years before an? two years after placement of the rumble strips. 
It is proposed by DOT and agreed by county that rumble strips 
will be cut by DOT in the locations indicated on Exhibit "B" attached 
hereto and in the manner indicated in Exhibit "A" attached hereto. 
In consideration of the mutual agreements of the parties 
contained herein, it is hereby agreed: 
1. County hereby grants permission to DOT to enter the county 
road right of way to cut said strips. 
2. The County will be under no obligation for any of the 
construction costs involved with the cutting of the rumble strips. 
3. The State will bear the full responsibility for traffic 
control during the cutting operation, c..nd the removal of any 
debris causE~ by said construction. 
4. Upon completion of constructio.1 the State of Iowa shall 
be held harmless by County from any damages or liability incurred 
as a result of the cutting of said strips. 
5. Upon completion of construction, the County shall assume 
full responsibility for the maintenance of said ::::umble strips. 
Approved 917/l<P 
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
By . "({~· ~/~ 
Chairman 
ransportation 
Director - Chief Engineer 
Highway Division 
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t•VESTIGATING OFFICERS REPORT 10FMOTOR VEHICLE ACCitiEm'" (_KJ .~~:. 
* 
PLACE WHERE , (lh\.C 8 CITY, TOWN OR DO NO ~RIT~~- i'.·1-
L 
ACCIDENT OCCURRED: COUNTY ______________ _ke.l_aw _________ TOWNSHIP _____________ ---------- --- --- IN THIS  ;' 
If Accident Was Outside 1 1:0'.. t 
tance From Nearest Towr:.. ?\11rth. South } ~ City Limits Indicate Dis· {- _MILES ___ l.llG.fi ---} l ,_. LIMITS vf} 
0 
c 
¥!teo ~~~cu~!~~a~~esNe:e~~ OF l ___ Er-&d&rtclcS-bUl'-8----------
---- MILES------------ 0 CENTER OF City or Town 
sary. East - West 
NO. " 
ROAD ON WHICH . ff ighwa ff 18 
ACCIDENT OCCURRED ____________________ 1_ ______________ -------------------------------------------- LOc.rfi.17 co 
Give Name of Street or Highway Numhc1· (\J. S. or State). If No Highway Number Identify by Name: P.D. . Co. Town 
AT ITS INTERSECTION WITH __ - ____ c_o_unt3'. __ v-"!.5.6 __ -------- -- ------ ---- ------ -- ---- ---- ---- ---- -- -- -
Name of Intersecting Strert or Highway Number , JO ft( LI 
A 
T 
I 
0 
N IF NOT AT INTERSECTION -------- FEET 0 0 CJ 0 N i' E W OF-------------------------------------------------
Sec. Twp. Rng. 
Show Nearest Intersecting Street or Highway, H01,isc Number, 
Bridge, Railroad Crossing, Alley, Driveway, Culvert. Milepost, 
Underpass, or Other Landmark. ()3~ t)O/ 
DA TE OF n ·-1 f"\ 13 DAY OF ACCIDENT ___ '_J_~-~>/_"!! _____________ WEEK ____ Jlunda.y _________ . HOUR---1.:...J.0- A.M·----~ P.M·---X-
CON. TR70L 
1SECTION __ 
•. ::'.~ Rte. 
VEHICLE NO. 1 
DRIVER __ -·-·-·· -· -·----·--------.. -·--·- ------·---·-
Print Full Name 
.. ADDRESS ... _. _________________ ·-·- _____ SEX-. --- ___ .. 
Street and Number 
a t 'J 1 t I I BIRTH____. ~ - ~ DATE . Clty State 
DRIVERS • , ••• iii ?% I f3 OPERATORS LICENSE ' ~ ~ I CHAUFF~l'RS Number State 0 
Specify ~er -
OCCUPATION 
------------------
OWNER • ~~~!!!11!'~2~,~5 !!!!!!111!!!!1!!1!-ll?•Sf- "L--. Print Full Name 
ADDRESS 
' 
!'5 7 a 
,MAKE OF 7 VEHICLE 2 DRPinto '.:_~~~~--TYPE 
Pass. Car, Truck. Etc. 
REGISTRATION Ii& 
NUMBER £·. - otATE Iowa 
sPEED BEFORE 55-1.60 uAMAGE TO Total ACCIDENT __ ~~---· _VEHICLE 
Approximate 
YR.-.~191 
COST TO 
REPAIR $ 150J.OO 
WITNESS:S~-~~~~~~~~~~~~------------NAME_ 
ADDRESS __ 
NUMBER 
INJURED _.,..),__ ______ _ 
VEHICLE NO. 2 
DRIVER ______ _ 
Prlnt Full Name 
ADDRESS 
Street . and Number 
l .......... (L ___ BIRTH. _J····~ DA E_ 
Clty State ~OfV'.RATORS 
DRIVERS t ( a I • J ft a 2 0 c J UFFEURS 
LICENSE •I• • 1j • I 11 • • £ ~ 
Number ' ' State tJ 
SJ\ecify other 
~CCUPATION ·----------------
I 
ADDREss n f; J ; ta a &Lai 
MAKE OF 
VEH ICLE_~F~o=r~d~ ____ TYPE---=-~~=.....,_ ___ YR.196 7 
Etc. 
1973 REGISlRATION NUMJ!H'.R ___ ~ 
_YR. 
sr·,cl) BEFORE 55-60 DAM~ _,t_ TO Tote 1 
f\CCIDENT_____ __ _ ___ VEI-' '-LE -~· ~~·~...,-------
Approximate 
I COST TO -·-·---··--·- ·-·----·-·--------REPAIR $ 
WITNESS 
1000.00 
NAME ____ ----------------------· 
ADDRESS ___ _ 
IN VEHICLE N0._2__ 1 0 FATAL 
~ DRIVER 2Xl NON FATAL - VICTIM CARRIED FROM SCENE VEHICLE PASS. 3 D..ilON FAQi. _ BRUISED, 
3 O SCHOOL BUS PASS. · c+B~A., UMP, SWELLING 
5 0 BICYCLIST ;;;2 PAIN, BUT NO VISIBLE 4 0 PEDESTRIAN 4 D~~- FATh.L - COMPLAINT 
6 0 OTHf,R ~_:· JURA!; ·.c. 
~--=F=--· ~--=>0r=-==i~-F:ll-=-=====#!J~.==---~ 
IN IEHICLE NO. __ _ 
1 ~DRIVER 
2 0 VEHICLE PASS. 
3 0 SCHOOL BUS PASS. 
4 0 PEDESTRIAN 
5 0 BICYCLIST 
6 0 OTHER 
, ATAJt;_ Q 
f- O~ATATl'lftVICTIM 
·- . A D ~ SCENE ~1 f:i!No ATAte° BRUISED, 
;i. .. -::: AB~ LI""'1 SWELLING 
4 '1:l NOil:rATICt">- COMPLAINT 
r.: :::f OF PAIN, B1l'r NO VISIBLE 
: INJ~Y 
NUMBER OF OCCUPANTS VEHICLE l _____ _l_ VEHICLE 2 ----· 2 VEHICLE 3 VEHICLE 4 
INVESTIGATION 
TIME NOTIFIED OF ACCIDENT 
ARREST: 
NAME 
7:30 
Date/ /.ijour 9 .30 ( 3 
CJ.../l.M. 
[JiP. M. 
WAS INVESTIGATIONZcJ YES 
MADE AT SCENE? 0 NO 
IS INVESTIGATION 
COMPLETE? 
~YES 
0 NO 
REPORT FORMS 
GIVEN TO: 
CHARGE-------------
DRIVER 1 
DRIVER 2 
DRIVER 3 
DRIVER 4 
~ 
[J': 
0 
0 )21•3~2 
CHARGE 
PS & SO 9-.30-73 
Department Date· of Report 
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INDICATE ON THIS DIAGRAM WHAT HAPPENED INDICATE 
NORTH 
BY ARROW 
' 
' 
' 
IJ-:.r: 0n1: of th,~·.t: outlirir.~ to s~f!lc.11 lhe scene of your 
"'' irl1•rd, wriliri•r in 1ilr1•1·t or l1ir1hwoy nrmH~s c..r numbr!rS. 
' ' 
I 
I M11111L1:1 1·qtl1 v1·l11111: nnd 
".l1<..1w d111·1 lion ,,f lr11v1~I hy 
IJ•,1· ".011.I 11111• !If .,f11'1w jlt1ll1 
lwlw·· •h4 •"··111 ~m : 
c.Joth:cl lint~ ulhn wudt.•nl 
'1. ~;how .li·.1 .. 1111• 1111.I d111·~ 1!1111 
"' l1111d111i11~· .. 11l1·11tdy 1.111.I 
Ill• II~" I 1y ll• llllC' di llllllll 1t'I 
----·>CD 6. Indicate north by arrow, as, 0 / 
-------------
/' 
·, ' 
' ' 
' ' 
' 
' 
' 
,,, .• 
Street or Highway 
JI 
Street or Jlig-hway 
Dl!SCRIBE WHAT HAPPENED Din·ctinn nr tra\"t•I must Ju• irullc·all-<I 
.. 
0 
·,.,'i ~ 
" !:: 
en 
,. ' 
( R"Pfrr 1o \'t•hi<'h•s hy numht•r1 
If mon• spac·1• Is nt•t•dc•tl us.· :1 nol lwr 
form or a sht·t'l of 11a pc·r I ht> sallh' :-.izl' 
Vuhtcle f l West bound. Vohicla # 2 
DO NOT WRITE':' .. 
IN THIS SPACE'· . 
Dir. Anal._' __ _ ' ~. ; 
~fortb bounc. Vohicle ff 2 Ron 3top sign 
Dir. Ped·---'---
-·· ·-····-·-·-·-..__;._ ________ --I 
anc stP:rnk: vohi.cle # l tn the left stde •. Poth went .off the i·oad • i·r". '.'t• 1 
... __ 1 •. · - ·. .... . ~ :.,_:..___!,.4._' 
ancJ into l'T or th !l id o • .-;itch on the Veil le lfj /11 '.: truci. :n.:-:hltne pc lo._ 
.. ·--···. - --------·-·- ·-- .:·---~-~..-..,;-· __ ....:...__ 
~~ Lanrlod on ttll top. Drt var •f 2 told :t tnoss Ita ell my fbtlt I ·dtd1iP'4 
. . ' ~ 
TYPE OF ACCIDENT 
MOTOR VEHICLE WITH: 
1 0 Ran"Off Road 
2 0 Overturned in Road 
3 ,g Pedestrian 
4 Motor Vehicle in Traffic 
5 Pai ked Motor Vehicle 
6 Cl Railroad Train 
7 0 Bicyclist 
8. [-j Animal 
9 lJ Fixed Object 
I 0 f] Other Object 
11 0 Other Non-Collision 
1 2 [] Motorcycle 
TRAFFIC CONTROL 
L-J Police Officer 
2 [] Stop and Go Light 
3 ~Stop Sign 
41} Warning Sign 
5 [] Roilroad Wotchmon 
6· [] Railroad Crossing Gate 
7 [] Railroad Auto. Signal 
8 o· No Contool 
9 [] Other 
11 0 Special School Signals 
I 2 D Stop Sign on School 
Bus 
A n Yield 
SURFACE TYPE 
ROAD CONDITIONS I [ J f'ortlnnrl c.,menr 
~(Oll<lel1! 2 I I Holt.·'· Deq> Ruis, flumps / Asplin Ir Cone mlc 3 ! J loose Morcriol on S111fnc:t~ 3 ./ Bituminous 
4 I I Rond Undo>r (rJ11strurlion 4 I. J Bii< k 
/, I I tJnsiqn.,lcd Oh,truclion o Ii I I 51Pd llrid!I" Floor 
r1t?v1ou:. /\ccul1·11t . 7 l I Wood UtidqL' rloor 
WEATHER 
ol.I Clear 
1 · Cloudy 
2 Foggy 
3 [J Raining 
4 [""J Snowing 
5 I".[ Sleeting 
6 [] Misting 
SURFACE 
CONDITION 
4 ){.Dry 
5 'fl'Wet 
6 I ] Snowy 
7 I I tcy 
!l I I Muddy 
.. GRADIENT 
3 [ I Level 
4 I I Upnrnd" 
.
1
1 I !lilllll'<;I 
6 Dow11~p11<le 
~ARACTER OF ROAD 1 Stmighr Road EET INTERSECTION 
B [.] Primary with Primary 
K L J Primary with Street 
S [] Street with Street 
HIGHWAY INTERSECTION 
C .lJ. Primary with Primary 
L Ii!\, Primary with 
Secondary 
T 0 Secondary with 
Secondary 
DRIVEWAY INTERSECTION 
I J l Business 
M f J.!1.·sich~nlicil 01 Fnrm 
~' [ lfllt~y lnt1·r'>t·ction 
ti I Curve 
7 I Rt1iltond l 1c.1..,sin~J 
B I In Alley 
9 I R1id~1e, Ov1•q111~s 
I I I Und,,, po" 
i J Overhend Cbiring limi~.rl 5 1·.I Grovel 
7 I I Grovel or BlrH ~rap W1ndr !l [ [ Dirr 
8 I. J Flood, Lnndslirle, or Wate 1------------l·--....1.----...:....-----------1 
S1ond1ng on Road 
9 [.J Snowdrifts. or One Lane 
~Snow Plowed 11 No Unusual Conditions 0 O!her Conditions or 
Nor Stated 
~ VISI PBSCURED 0 Nat Ob ured 1 Tr s, ops 
2 0 B 
3 0 E 
4 D 
5 0 
6 0 Parked Cars 
7 l l Blinded by fiendlighrs 
0 I ·1 Blinded hy Sunliuht 
') I J Windshield Windows 
Obscured 
I? I ] Smoke 01 Du,1 
>'OOM 10-77 
KIND OF LOCALITY VEHICLE DEFECTS 
I IJ Mfg. ond Ind. District 
2 [_] Business District VEHICLE NO. 
3 l-J Residenticil District 
4 0 School & Playground 
~ District 5 Open Country 6 Or her 
LIGHT 
0 [] Daylight 
1 [] Dusk 
2 0 Dawn 
3 ~~ DarknesS-··-St. Lighted 
4 p Darkness--Sr. Nor 
Lighted 
SEAT BELTS INSTALLED 
, I 2 
1 D [J 
2 [] [] 
3 D lJ 
4 0 [] 
5 0 [] 
6 0 [j 
7 0 [J 
a D 0 
9 D [J 
0 
VEHICLE I J( VEHICIT 3 I I 
VUllCI.[ lir VEHICLI 4 [I 
3 4 
U [] Defective Brakes 
LJ [J Defect.ive Lights 
[] [J Tire Failure 
[] U Failure of Trailer Hitch 
[J [J Power Failure 
D 0 Accelerator. Stuck 
0 [] Load Projecting 
[] 0 Towed or Pushed 
D f] Other Defects 
I .J f] No Defects 
SEAT BELTS IN USE. 
VfHICLE 1 iJ 
vrn1uE 2 J I 
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VEHICLE 3 [] 
VEHICLF 4 I I 
DRIVER VIOLATION 
DRIVER NO. 
1 2 3 4 
[J No Violation 
0 Speed Too Fast 
:·' 
0 'fl\ [J LJ 
1 l""i ~ [] 20 D 
3 0 [] O Failed· ro Yield R. o. w. 0 Drove Left of Center 
0 Improper Passing· 40f,;10 
~ B ~ B 0 Ron Stop Sign . 
7 D D D 
a D 0, 0 
9LJO[l 
10 u ~ r·1 
1 1 r 1 r 1 
D Ran Traffic Signol '. ' 
D Foilo.wed Too Closely 
0 Made Improper Tu.m 
D Improper Start . , 
n Improper Backing , 
.J] Nor' Uri"d°er Coniro'I 
I? I J . I I I I lllrgnl Porking: 
1 J I I I I I I 
14 IJ IJ I / 
15lJ[]fJ 
I I Hud !leen. Drinking. 
[I Hit ;nd Ru,, 
I.OJ Other Violations 
DRINKING CONDITiON 
DRIVER NO. 
2 3 4 
D C D D 
2 0 D D 0 
3 D D 0 D 
~ ~iB B 
Obviously Drunk 
Ability Impaired 
Ability Not Impaired 
Not Known If Drinki~g 
Had Not Been Drinking 
PHYSICAL :coNDITION 
.... 
'" 
DRIVER NO. 
2 3 
DD 
0 [J 
4 
?S~ 
2[][J[J[] 
3 u r 1 r.1 u 
4 L":J LJ LJ D 
5 I l l.J L] [l 
Normal 
forigued 
Asleep 
Ill 
Physical. Defect 
Unknown 
PD F-5077 
I'~ 
' . 
I 
I 
I 
1t i 
I 
. : 
11 
Ii 
I 
1: 
j 
I! 
l 
i· 
·~IL ~;-F-ll~-":-.. ~-~.-~-. :-.~-:,-.,.-,· --.------------, I NOVFE~l'.J.,l1 0;~T~o-5TR.11~v-1GEEH-~l~C~-Fli~E;-A:Rc··~C-l~D~E;N°_r_R_T __ {_'11r~~;. 
Drivers l.1c1:n~;r· 01 fin' 
Lucas Oll11:r' 131ilq. l'Lf" l\~·E TYP1-: Oil PBINT I i ,,,,,,, 
•s Main•;'.., low<1 50319 REPO-RT N-UM~ I ------~----L-------.----r-_ _.________ ---------------le." .. 
8 
'u ---~A_C~CIOf:::!"T NUMBER Total Number Total Number ) Total Number Total Amount of 2400 Persons Killed Persons Injured 0 i Vehicles Involved O? Property Damage $ r;71:£ ,· i' /} /)D 
I 
Month Day Year Day of Week Code: LJ
4
.J ·-·1-l_,im'-_c---'-----------A-M_P_M__,j @ l_J ~ 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 9 ] 0 [XJ D :1 R . aunty City u ,. 
10 08 12__ i 2 3 4 s 6 1 · f · ·-1-.----'----'---~ J:cidcnl occurred withl1_1__ j ,Q, Q. V,lp, ~ j_, 
POTT N:T /\TT i\MIE ( 713) rporatc limits o_ f (City): . Route ~.~~~ \:',~~~-~fu~~i~~c;;;;~~u~;~~-it_s _____________ ON.ONE-OE s0E-0ss0-w-~ N0-·w ----- ----,' i/ b d 
i' 
show general vicinity ---7-- Miles ~ of Nearost City On kl;.inrl________ 1 tenectlon Identifier 
ROAD-----~ADCLASS CODES r) ~- /J /J /' / 
#6 
L-66 
CLASS '21 !=Interstate/Freeway ~- l;it- '1 /..J _:;7. 
CODE L_j 2=US or State Highway !1e1(.en<:ei\i0d. 
ROAD 
CLASS 
CODE 
3=County Road [J_I 4=City Street 5=0ther 
O=Unknown 
n c:>s acL dr.nt occ11rred al an i11t1.~rc,1:cli1.1n ·,.vtiidl 15 c:ornplctcly tlcscr itier1 at1ovc, ust) th•.: s~·;1u~ below to 0ivc the 
location from a Milcrost nr (jr.finat~l 1~ it1l"rs1:c~ion, t>ri<Jw· or ra1lri>ad cro~>'Jir.q, usinu tv~'(> l1i.-..tani:~'s drnJ tJircctions if 
N NE E SE S SW W NW 
OD!JDDDOD 
FP.et I Miles N NE E SE S SW W NW I ·. i\ 
or ___ OD DODD DD oq: ____ u ___ _ Miles 8/10 
Direction Node 
c_~ ~. 
··~···· - __ , ... _ and 
;.' 
! ' 
Milepost Number Definable 
Intersection, bridge 
or railroad crossing 20 OR L 'DRIVERS NAME. LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE 
I ,STREET OR RFD CITY & STATE 
DATE 
OF 
BIRTH: 
Male Female 
SEX: ~~ 
••• Z.IPCODE 
DR-IVERS LICENSE NUMBER 
e 
STATE LICENSE LJ] !=Operator 4=TDP (Chauffeur} 7=Schooll 
TYPE 1 2=Chauffeur 5=TDP (Probationary) B=Other 
CODE: _ 3=TDP (Operator) 6=1nst. Permit 9=No~ne 
LICENSER S RICTIONS RESTRICTION [il l=Yes CHEMICAL [?J !=Yes TYPE D !=Blood TEST RESULTS 
COMPLIED 2 =No TEST 2 2=No TEST 2'.'.Bn;ath 0 Corrective lenses WITH 1 J=Unknown GIVEN? - J=Refused GIVEN 3-Urone Yo 
OWNERS NAME. LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE STREET OR RFD ------- I 
ZIP LICENSEPLATENUMB-ER STATE YEAR VALIDATION NUMBER YEARj 
rEAR~BODY TYP.E COLOR TOTAL f(J\ i INDICATE . OCCUPANTS ~ ' POINT OF 1i-·1 Dodge 69 Pass. Car Grn THIS UNIT oh @·~~ro~;~--.fP~l INITIAL IMPACT L __ ~L~il 1-~---=---0-1-=-P~~-s-s_e_n_g_e-'r~Ca_r ___ Ol=StraightTruck 13=Bus 19=Maint/Const Veh. I (Uc.inn one of tl1c 
02=Car & Trailer OS=Truck Tractor 14=School Bus 2 o=Train ) ·' Coli<.'s frorn di-iJr<Fll el left) 
03=Panel Truck 09=Truck Tractor/Semi 15=Farm Veh/Equip r.~·- , ~---'11·-, INDICATE DAMAGED [--~ 04=Pickup Truck lO=Double Bottom Truck 16=Motorcycle 21=0ther (Describe} 101 ()'Jj' ', _!03 __-f --_j 05=Pickup & Trailer 11 =Tow Truck/Wrecker l 7=Bicycle, Etc. , '--/ . - AREA OF VEHICLE ._O_~_l 06=Pickul? Camper 12=Motor Home IB=Recreation Veh. OO=Unknown .-·· · ', \Using up to four cocles .'-..I) ... I 
1---------------- • rorn diaqrom at l~ft - If 1 
O=Unkno.wn 3=Fire 6-Ambulance g=Other (Describe} ( ..!'\ rL-;1 more tho·n four areas are ---.
1 D !=None 4=Taxi 7=Towing ()!i~~-' _.- "\.Q.~ d.rn1agcc1, ~l1nw the four " 2=Police 5=Gov't. 8=Driver Trng. '[05) most sev-ornly damaged} · --
1--------1.1-----0-=-U-n--k-n_o_w_n ___ J_=Moderate Approx Cos-! -to_R_e_p_a-ir_o_r _R_e_p-la_c_e-~S-P-EED LIMIT (i,"g] 
- - Under-
LJ±J ~~~i~~1 4=Severe $ 1)~00 )) @2) C arriage 
- - Unknown 
DRIVERS NAME· LAST, Fi RST, MIDDLE 
STREET OR RFD 
DATE . Month 
OF 
BIRTH: 
Day Year Male Female 
SEX: ~~ 
CITY & S~T~A~T~E---'------'------'-----'-----..L...-~-=-,~P-;;-:CODE 
'37 • 
DR ... UMBER STATE LICENSE~ !=Operator 4=TDP (Chauffeur) 7=School 
TYPE 2=Chauffeur 5=TDP (Prob,tionary) B~Other 
CODE: 3=TDP (Operator) 6=1nst. Permit 9=None 
LICENSE RESTRICTIONS RESTRICTION n l"YCS .. "rct:it:MICAL r·J-l~Yes TYPIC: D l·:;;alood- TEST RESULTS.I 
COMPLIED L-1J 2=No l ff"Sl IJ ?=No TEST 2~Breat11 ')( /NtAS""NA""ME~AST-;F'TRS'i·,-Mf60Lt::'."~~-----·--·~--=~~":'.'..'-Js~!R':'Er;'T~of'rn-ffi--30Rot11sod GIVEr:: ____ 3=Ur_i_ne u I 
i 
CITY & STATE _ 1 ZIP 1 Jli-SEPLATCNff B~R __ lleir~- VAL~°.ATIO~~u~~:~R _ 1 YEAR-! 
VEHICLE MAKE ~R ~BODY TYPE I COLOR ]OlAL j_o!) . r.• ~NODl.NICTAOT/'-: r·----·-j· 
oc:cuPPN 
1 
s ~ -~·F;o1~ _-!02'. · .. 1N1lr1AL IMPACTL_Ll_ 
--- - -- ___ _J_1:-~-~-~.i:.~~~9~·- 1\.~~--- THISU~~~---U"~ \VO'! \:'.'.'.'~- 'l'.on•1ona.oftlie 
VEHICLE Ol=Passenger Car 07=Straight Truck J3=Bus 19cMaint/Const Veh. ' ,_·· · L,\J:lS from-<llag'"m at left) 
TYPE CODE 02=Car & Trailer 08=Truck Tractor t-i··school Bus 20-,Train ) ' ·---~--___ __:. ···---··---~ 
03=Panel Truck 09=Trnck Tractor/Semi 15"Farm Veil/Equip r.:;0_··7·1'_ EJ-09-1_. ·.-.1';~---__ l IND.ICATE DAMAGED 04=Pickup Truck lO=Double Bottom TrucK u;o.Motorcycle 2JooOther (Describe} I~ _I.' 
09. OS=Pickup & Trailer l l=Tow Truck/Wrecker J 7--Bicyclc, fie. ARE'.A OF VEHICLE 06=Pickup Camper 12=Motor Home J B·=Recreation Veh. OO=UnKnown , (U>irJO up to four codes 
--------- ----o=u11known ___ "j~-Fir'!; -· 6=Ambulance 9~01ilcr .. f6e;;"C-~t;e)______ (ci_·_~l',· , _ _J_: ~()_4 :~"··;: ~1\~9~':~'~'~ 1•1,:'.,\·.,1/0 D ~~~g1?cce ~~ci~~i't. ~~b~i";~~gTrng. ~ , . ,· ilJ.':I 0<' "aged, sltow tlw four [05) most severely damaged} 
1-:~~~=----~-0=Unknown~Moctelal1 Approx cmt to Repa;ro;Flep1ac1sPE:E:ol.IM1 r l!Ol · · Uncter- r·-·-·-r·--·-11--:-ir-1 
LLJ ~~~,~·~~ 4=Severe $ }.GOO 5~; [CJ9J - . 17:~_'~-~g_,:_n-'-\-'-'.) I ?J_~IO ___ LJl_L_ 
'------------------------------ ---- - ---------~--- ----· 
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DIAGRAM WHAT HAPPENED: 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Follow dott"d lines to draw 
outline of roadway at place 
of accident. 
Number each vehicle and 
show direction of travel by 
arrow. 
--+-CCJ>~~ 
Use solid line to show path 
before accident. 
----~~ 
---- --------- ---------------- -· ---·- ·-
": ............... . 
........ 
INDICATE 
NORTH 
dotted line after accident ~ 
· .. /. .. Q-Jf7· . ...... . 
- - .... c:::::::cJ> 
Show pedestrian by:--Q 
Show railroad by: I I I I I I I 
Show utility poles by: cP 
Show motorcycle by: -e-e-
Show animal by: ~ 
DESCRIBE WHAT HAPPENED (Refer to vehicles by number) 
INITIAL DIRECTION TRAVEL 
Veh 1 Veh 2 Veh 3 Veh 4 
l =North 
2= Northeast 
3=East 
4=Southeast 
5=South 
[J [l 
6=Southwest 
7=West 
8=Northwest 
O=Unknown 
Vehicle 112 w:i~o eastbound on 116 and Vehicle 111 1,r.1s southbound on the county road. 
Vehicle /f J. ran the stop sir;n and ran into the side of Vehicle ,i/2 as it wa::~ go:"rng by 
-
t.hc in-::,ersection. Driver ,11 stated he thousht the stop sign was CJ.bout 3 miles or so 
away yet and w::tsn' t even thinking <:1bout havinf.'> to stop until he was going by the stop 
------------------
-------------------··---·--··--~--- ----------------------------------------- ---------------< 
1---------------------------------------------·---------------------- ·-----------------
1mi .. 1-i .................................... .., .. .., .............................................................. ..,..--,n . ._ .. ._ .. ._ ...... ..,.,...,. ..... ..,~ 
Name, Last, First Street or RFD City State Zip 
w 
!--------------------·-· ---------·-·-------·- --·------------------------
Street or RFD City State Zip Name, Last, First 
T 
N -- ----------·--------------------· -- ---· -·- ----------·---------------------·-------- ·-·-----------------1 
E 
s 
s 
Name, Last, First 
Name, Last, First 
Driver 
No. 
1 
Citation 
No, 
Statute 
No. 
Street or RFD City 
Street or RFD City 
Charge 
State Zip 
State Zip 
Violation of: -1 Recomme~d ve,hlcle to be 
St.lb-) Code City Ordn ! ~~c5Reexa~~ Y~~specte~ 0 
Blh855J 321.Y2 Stop sign [fJ 0 I 0 LlJ 0 [!] 1-----l--------'--------+-----'----"'----------------1---==---l--===--
l =---~-------- ~-------~~-------------------------~----~-----=~1~-i=~:~~~!~~mt!j! 
, ~:"" i ~!:~.·.·:·/.:::i·.~::·:· r1 1 !,.-~,:·... / ';·.~:~~:~ '.:\":.~·:::"', -r:' -1 \ ~:·.' / ·, 0111:': ~;;~~~.c·,, ... ,. I 1l r~~· N w., ... l11vt> .. llq,1tlon r M.H:l) .ll !)COllll/ l T 
Noods: 1 ,_ f.1111l1wmln1J '. .• t11<ty ~i 'No Hoco11111101utat1011 
This Local Inn [·_-;:_L ___ I ~.clm.tlvn I 11li11cP11w11l tl 111tu11 <>I I" ICI. H CuMMI l·J I'.. CuNt:t HNING LOCI\ f'ION NI t U~i 
A 3~~1~o~td M.:,lntonanco c ----------------- ---·----- ------.. ~----,.--- ... --- .... _______ .... r_ -----------· ------------- ------------ ________ .. ______________ _ 
T Time Officer Notified of Accldont_2_~_}.'.~ l~A.M. []P.M. )lrJ'.'..U-7) 
~ Time Officer Arrived At scene 9 :)0 0:.-;-EJP.M. l fl].'.'..()_ 75 ---, ________ _ 
N Signature of Officer I Badge No. 
C. W. Clark 55 
·'-'---~-----------·------------·--·-------------< 
Name of Department Date of Report 
' 1',_ep. <ViJ"'¥fi'o;.":;tb~'.-_. i~;1¥5/;}_!7/_ -- ~~~~i~(-=---------,,... -------------------------~~j.(_:/~i:;:~/.1YAYLf1:o:z~ / /fJ ·L' z · ;r:> _________ __. 
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